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Dear friends!
Welcome to the season of giving,
good cheer and a new issue of the
Compact!
One of the greatest gifts I have received is education. Reading, writing
and arithmetic – this CPA would be
on a different path without the math
and numbers part of my education!
Within the next pages you’ll read
about the far-reaching effect this gift
has had for young individuals in Albania, including two young Ugandans who are using their education
from NGU to make a difference in
their home country. You’ll also learn
about a life-changing gift of another type given to a Cuban gentleman
in Albania. And how a gift of dignity
through adequate shelter was provided to a community.
I am so grateful for your participation
in making these life-transforming gifts
possible. Warm season greetings!
Michelle Mann
Executive Director, NG US

Education Changes Lives
Basic literacy is a necessity for a dignified existence, and the opportunities that open as people pursue higher education are truly transformative—not only for them, but for their communities. This is something NG has understood from the beginning.
Our ongoing investments in education are among our broadest efforts.
They are keeping poor children off the streets, providing the building
blocks for meaningful employment, and offering adults the skills they need
to build better lives. These investments are in people, not just in certificates
and qualifications. As the stories below show, NG’s extraordinary education team puts a tremendous amount of time and care into each student,
regardless of age or background.
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Klaudio Golemi

Lusiana Berberi

NG finds creative solutions to keep at-risk students in
school, encourage big dreams, and continue to mentor
the students for years after the diplomas have been issued.
Peter Makiriyado, the new rector at Nehemiah Gateway
University, succinctly characterized this deep investment
at the university level: “NGU invests in a student’s life.”

The at-risk children at Amaro Tan are already beating
the odds by attending school. Moving on to upper secondary education broadens opportunities still further. The
teachers at Amaro Tan offer after-school tutoring to help
prepare them for higher education levels. Some of the
most talented and motivated students qualify for a scholarship at Nehemia School, NG’s top-notch K-12 private
school in nearby Buçimas, to complete high school. A few
students make this transition every year and continue to
learn and grow there.

Investing in students’ lives starts well before university. At
the Amaro Tan School in Pogradec, staff go to incredible
lengths to keep children in school—because these children, from Roma, Balkan Egyptian, and Albanian backgrounds, are facing incredible obstacles in their day-today lives.
The story of 11-year-old Klaudio Golemi is fairly typical.
With unemployed parents and seven brothers and sisters,
Klaudio’s family is in a constant struggle for survival. All
the Golemi children have spent time on the streets, picking trash and begging—which supplements almost nonexistent family income, but does nothing for the children’s
futures. At Amaro Tan, the Golemi children get breakfast
and lunch every day, while their family receives food aid
and clothing. Meeting these basic needs makes it possible for the children go to school. Going to school means
that the children can aspire toward a future with no begging. Klaudio loves biology and playing basketball with
his friends, and he hopes to own his own business someday. Knowing how to read, write, and do math brings him
much closer to that dream. In the meantime, thanks to the
tireless efforts of the Amaro Tan team, he and his siblings
have a place where they are safe, they have enough to
eat, they are learning the skills they need for dignified
self-sufficiency—and they even have fun. Amaro Tan gives
them a better childhood, as well as improving their opportunities as adults.
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Kasandra Troka, who is one of the first Roma girls to
graduate from Amaro Tan, successfully completed the
Nehemia High School this summer, and now she is enrolled at Nehemiah Gateway University. She aspires to
become a lawyer. And she still stops by her old school
to visit.
Not all scholarship students at the Nehemia School come
from Amaro Tan. Lusiana Berberi comes from Buçimas
village. She is the oldest of three children, from a family of modest means. Without scholarship support she
would not have been able to attend. Her talent and intelligence were obvious from an early age. Even in the
primary grades at Nehemia School, her work ethic and
drive were noticeable. She interned at the NG marketing
office for two years in high school, leading all marketing
at the school and producing the school magazine. She
is studying to become an architect—literally building a
brighter future!
Nehemiah Gateway University, with its three-year dual
study business degree and master’s program, continues the progression with a unique-in-Albania gateway
to higher education. The student body is a mix of Alba-
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NGU graduate Daniel Okitoi

nians—including students like Kasandra—and international students. The international students are recruited and
selected by trusted nonprofit partners in a handful of countries including Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, South Sudan,
Greece, Cuba, and Guatemala. Each class at Nehemiah
Gateway University is deliberately small, with a dozen
students enrolled in this year’s incoming class. This fosters
a close and ongoing relationship between students and
their professors.
Daniel Okitoi, who graduated in December 2018, describes “a bond between students and professors where
they are freely able to share out their future dreams, and
thereafter they are guided even after graduating.” Daniel
came to NGU from Uganda, where he was referred by
NG’s partner organization, Cornerstone. With his NGU
degree, he is working for Act International Mission Uganda. The business and administrative skills he honed at the
University got him in the door; already, he has been promoted into the role of an assistant programs coordinator,
helping disadvantaged young people to reach their potential.
Daniel overlapped at the university with fellow Ugandan
Juliet Akwango, who graduated in 2017. Juliet wrote a
research paper while at NGU about girls in Uganda who,
lacking menstrual supplies and education, are shamed
into staying home from school. They quickly fall behind—
and just like that, their education is over, at far too early
an age. Juliet’s knowledge and passion for this subject led
her into employment with Days for Girls in Uganda after
graduation. Days for Girls produces affordable, reusable
menstrual supplies, along with sorely needed education,
to help girls help themselves. “I have been helped, and
now, I also would like to help others,” Juliet says.

Juliet Akwango, NGU graduate from Uganda

Nehemiah Gateway has invested in the education of each
of the young people described here—and we continue to
invest in them. Our educational programming is defined
by its excellence and integrity, and perhaps above all by
how seriously we take our commitment to each student. Although Daniel and Juliet have graduated from NGU and
gone back to Uganda to pursue careers, they carry NG’s
values with them, and maintain regular contact with their
mentors at the university. Amaro Tan students like Klaudio
and Kassandra will also carry NG’s investment in them for
the rest of their lives. A Nehemiah Gateway education is
nothing less than a lifetime investment that is rooted in our
values as an organization: compassion, respect, integrity,
honesty, forgiveness, and inspiration.
With your support, NG continues to change people’s lives through education—from early childhood
through university and beyond. This year when you
donate to NG’s education programming you are joining us in investing in young people’s lives.

You can contribute to NG’s education program
through the “Donate” button at ng-usa.org or by
mailing a check in the envelope enclosed with this
newsletter. There will also be a Global Giving page
at: https://goto.gg/43533
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The five finalists for the scholarship (front row) and the sponsors of the scholarship, Lori and Lazaron (virtually present on the background screen).

Jorgji Jajçari Academic Excellence
Scholarship
On October 9, at an event at the Nehemia School, the
winners of the inaugural Jorgji Jajçari Academic Excellence Scholarship were announced. Sixteen-year-old
Jona Pano was awarded the scholarship, while Dea Kamolli, Kevin Marjanaku, Valentina Kullolli, and Veronika
Abrashi were selected as runners up. Local media were in
attendance for the event; the two Nehemia School alumni
who made this all happen attended via video conferencing technology.
The Jorgji Jajçari Academic Excellence Scholarship is
the first award of its kind in Pogradec. It is the creation
of two Nehemia School alumni, Lazaron Gusho and Lori
Çobani, who now live in the United States. Lazaron lives
in New York and is part of a team that manages multi-million-dollar construction projects for a private corporation.
Lori is working toward a PhD in Bioinorganic Chemistry at
Temple University in Philadelphia. They created this scholarship to give back to the community and honor the legacy of their grandfather, Jorgji Jajçari, who died in 2007.
A scholar, doctor, and beloved community leader, Dr. Jajçari was director of the Health Department in Pogradec
for many years and was instrumental in improving and expanding medical practices in southern Albania.
Nehemia School has many exceptional students, and the
competition for the $1000 award, intended to offset 9th
grade tuition, was fierce. The two funders let a panel of
local young professionals with remarkable achievments in
their field make the final determination, in order to keep
it fair. In the end, Lazaron and Lori decided to honor run4

Jona with the mother of Lazaron, Veselina Gusho, and Lori’s mother, Vilma
Çobani.

ners up as well. “Since these five applicants were the ones
who made this inaugural edition a success, we decided
to add a symbolic reward to all who applied. Hopefully,
they all learned something from this experience and will
put it to use in their careers,” they say.
Jona Pano, the winner, has been at the Nehemia School
since preschool. Her parents are both teachers, her father at Amaro Tan and her mother at Nehemia School.
Her brother is at university in Romania, and her sister is
in eighth grade, also at Nehemia School. Her favorite
subjects are math and physics, and she plans to be an IT
engineer someday. Says Jona, “I see this experience as
a good opportunity to learn new things, which I think will
help me in the future.”
It is an exciting time in the history of the Nehemia School.
Two young graduates, now living an ocean away, have
chosen to share their success with future generations at
their old school and their hometown. Their generosity motivates students to try their best, and their success shows
students what is possible if they do. If you’d like to learn
more about the school’s scholarship fund, you can contact
Lazaron and Lori at bursajorgjijajcari@gmail.com.
A message from Lazaron Gusho and Lori Çobani:

“We would like to thank all of our collaborators, Elona Rira, Drini Hajdini, Michelle & Doug Mann, Sarah
Pita and many more. A special thank to the jury members: Ina Zaçe, Suela Kumbulla and Orest Aliçkolli
for their enthusiasm, professionalism and dedication.
Thank you to everyone else for the warm wishes and
kind words we received through social media! We
are very excited to confirm that the second edition will
be announced soon!”
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Miguel from Cuba ...

An Artificial Arm for Miguel

... an avid sportsman, who does not allow his physical limitations to slow him
down.

A guest from the Caribbean is visiting NG in Albania Miguel from Cuba. Miguel is 20 years old. He lost his
left arm as a child when an accident happened during
a family trip. In Pogradec he will finally get an arm prosthesis. Our long-time friends and partners from Qendra
Drita e Shpresës and their German founding partners
Medizinische Nothilfe Albanien e.V. (MNA), offered to
make that possible, while NG pledged to raise the needed funds.

youth play soccer more and more every day. I’m a big
fan, too. I like FC Barcelona because is a team where
they pass the ball a lot and have my favorite player: Lionel
Messi. And Bayern München is a team I always liked.
They have very good players, and now they even have
Philippe Coutinho!”

Unfortunately, we can only have a simple mechanical prosthesis made for Miguel. There are very few orthopedic workshops in Cuba, mostly specialized in the
production of artificial legs. Repairs and maintenance
for complex motion control is just not practicable. Miguel
explains: “I need the prosthesis for medical reasons. The
doctors in Cuba said I need it for the correct functionality
of my internal organs. Problems with the spine can affect
the lungs and the whole body. The idea is to keep the
balance in my body to be healthy.”
A team of Nehemiah Gateway met Miguel last May
during a project trip to the Cuban town of Camajuani.
NG organized Miguel’s trip to Albania, where he is staying from October through December. That’s how long it
takes for the prosthesis to be finished and fitted.
Miguel has learned to deal with the limitations of having
only one arm, so much that he managed to become an
avid sportsman. When asked about his favorite sports,
he doesn’t have to think long: baseball and soccer. He
explains: “In fact, people in Cuba love baseball, but the

It’s amazing to watch Miguel on the sports field, especially when playing volleyball. You really have to look twice
before you recognize that his arm is missing. He assists
the sports teacher at Nehemia School, helping with the
training and sports lessons. And sometimes, when they
are missing a player, he joins the team and is playing,
too. In the afternoon he is free to engage in other projects,
for example with the marketing team. And he is happy to
have compatriots on site, our NG University students Moises and Susana (who kindly helped with this interview).
Asked about his impressions on Albania, Miguel explains:
“If I’m honest, I hadn’t heard about Albania before, like
most people in Cuba. I learned that it’s really cold here
and we might get some snow. In Cuba it’s so warm, we
don’t even know what snow is. I am looking forward to this
experience. Naturally, life here is different from Cuba. The
way people dress, the food, the music, and especially the
‘yes’ and ‘no’ - when people shake their head, they don’t
mean ‘yes’ but ‘no’! It is cool to get to know all this new
stuff.”
“I’d like to say ‘thank you’ to all the donors and the
Qendra Drita e Shpresës who opened this opportunity for me. I am really grateful! And… Gracias!!!”
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Students from Nehemia School and NG Albania’s social co-worker Anila bring food for an elderly woman in a village.

Education of the Heart at Nehemia School
“Educating the mind without educating the heart
is no education at all.” Aristotle
17 October is the International Day for the Eradication of
Poverty - an opportunity for the Nehemia School to raise
the awareness of the pupils and their families for the social problems in their society and at the same time to help
people in need.
Perhaps it’s hard to believe: many young people in Albania and even in our Nehemia School, are not really
aware of the miserable conditions poor people have to
live in, often in their own neighborhood, much more in remote villages. The children live sheltered and protected by
their parents, who themselves grew up in a time of great
deprivation. Today the parents are doing everything they
can to give their children a better life and they shelter them
from all kinds of misery.
Nehemia School encourages the students to identify social ills in their communities and encourages and supports
6

them to take action. They learn that everyone can contribute something to alleviate poverty.
Five years ago, the student senate of Nehemia School
took the initiative - on the occasion of World Poverty Day
they organized a food drive, and in cooperation with their
school and NG social services they distributed the food
to families in need. For the last five years, they’ve done that
every October. The students are involved in every step of
the campaign, from planning to fundraising, coordination
and distribution.
Twenty-two high school students have signed up for the
project. They held information events in all classes from
primary to high school and asked their fellow pupils for
food donations - each family according to their possibilities. They also asked local companies and shops for
support. They collected 1,000 lb of food and aid items,
worth about twelve USD each. Additionally, they set up
donation boxes and purchased additional staples. Flour,
salt, coffee, noodles, rice, oil, sugar, detergents etc. were
divided into equal packages and then distributed to
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29 families in the district. NG social service helped with
the distribution. From their long list of clients, they selected particularly needy families. Coworkers accompanied
the students bringing their gifts to the homes in Pogradec
and villages in the region - a positive experience for both
sides, students and recipients.
Says Nikoleta Xhindole, head of NG social work in
Buçimas: “Our clients were very moved when they saw
that the young people themselves had started this project
and had collected so much food for them”. For the students, it was an eye-opening experience.

Klea Gora
“I didn’t really know how well I was doing until I
saw with my own eyes that there are people who
aren’t even able to provide for their most basic
needs. If we, who have so much, shared only one
percent of it with the needy, our country would be
a better place. What I have seen in this outreach
has changed my view of life.”
Jorgen Hoxhallari
“This project was a very special and unforgettable experience: to get to know painful living conditions that are so very different from everything
I know. To help these families even a little bit and
to experience their gratitude has real spiritual value.”

10th graders on their way to a needy family.

A young mother gratefully signs the receipt for their food parcel.

Xhesika Cami
“What did I learn from this project? - The gratitude of these families is actually much more precious than all material values. I am so grateful to
my parents that they are making such a good life
possible for my family through their great commitment and sacrifice.”
Elderly people living alone are most grateful and happy about the visit of the
young people.

School principal Elona Rira adds: “I am still convinced that
this project has a very special educational effect on the
students. In this way, we bring them closer to the basic
values that underlie our daily work as an organization values such as compassion, forgiveness, gratitude, devotion... The school supports and organizes a range of initiatives with a similar approach, such as visits to orphans,
aid for the elderly, raising awareness on violence against
women and cleaning the beach.”

Nikoleta from NG social service is convinced: “I think this
project is bearing very good fruit. The pupils mature positively when they face this other reality. On the other hand,
they also send an important message to the needy families: not only NG social services takes care of them, but
everyone at Nehemiah Gateway is on their side.”
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At a Glance

A visit from the Roadmonkies
In October, a hardworking group of nine volunteers from
the US paid a visit to Nehemiah Gateway Albania. Over
the course of four days in Pogradec, they replaced doors
and painted walls in the Guri I Kuq apartment building
that is home to many Amaro Tan families. They also replaced the roof, cleaned house, and painted walls for
Qani, a longtime soup kitchen guest at Amaro Tan.

helping there.

The group came to NG through US organization Roadmonkey, which puts together trips that incorporate adventure travel and robust volunteer projects. Says group
coordinator Liz Zihal, “This volunteer project turned out
to be the most intimate and deeply touching experience
for all of the clients. They were absolutely blown away by
the kindness of everyone around them.” Thank you to the
Roadmonkey volunteers for the gifts of their time and their
hard work!

“To be able to provide a Merry Christmas for
the Roma families in Gjirokaster with food, toys,
school supplies and firewood really galvanized
our Global Mission Team’s decision. Thank you,
NG for this opportunity ‘to be the heart, hands,
feet and voice of Jesus’ to these folks in celebration of the birth of Christ!”

Nehemiah Gateway USA
1630 30th St Suite A #345
Boulder, CO 80301-1045

Neil Woodley,

infoUSA@nehemiah-gateway.org
www.ng-usa.org

Elder and Chair of the Rocky Mountain Church Mission Team

T/F (855) 683-6769 or
855-68-Empower

Nehemiah Gateway USA, Inc. is a not-for-profit organization according to section 501 (c)(3) of the federal IRS tax code. Gifts are tax-deductible to the full extent allowed by law and contributions are solicited with
the understanding that Nehemiah Gateway USA, Inc. has authorization for the distribution of all donated funds. Donations to Nehemiah Gateway USA programs represent a contribution to the entire global mission
of Nehemiah Gateway USA and may be used where most needed.
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A bright Christmas in Gjirokastër
The guests of all ages who come to Nehemiah Gateway’s
Gjirokastër soup kitchen will have a brighter Christmas
this year, thanks to the generosity of the Rocky Mountain
Church of Estes Park. The church’s Mission Team recently
decided to make a $1000 donation to Nehemiah Gateway USA to bring happier holidays to the families NG is

